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How did they form? 
● Arcuate Rilles

○ They have smooth curves and found on the ends of maria. 
○ They form when lava flows and creates a contract and sink. 

There are many of these rilles across the entire moon.

● Domes
○ They form as a result of the Moon’s own internal volcanism
○ When lava erupts through a central caldera onto the surface 

they begin formation (it’s low explosivity)
○ As the lava continues to erupt a dome starts to build up
○ A typical lunal dome is 5-7.5 miles (8-12 km) in diameter

■ The slopes created are not very steep and can be 
hard to see sometimes. 



How old are they relative to each 
other?

● Most likely older 
as dome shape 
is less defined

● Most likely 
younger as 
dome shape is 
more defined

● Older layer 
of rock 

● Younger 
layer of rock



How do you know that? 
● Recent domes are easier to notice because they have 

clearer dome shapes
● Older rocks are covered by younger rocks

● The layer of rocks, ridges, are older

● The Rilles are younger as it’s shown to be 
      on top of the ridges
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Domes
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Complex Impact 
Craters



How did they form? 
● Impact Craters

○ They are formed when meteorites, comets, or 
asteroids strike the Moon’s surface

○ Since the Moon doesn’t have the same 
atmosphere as the Earth, the asteroids and 
meteorites don’t burn up in the atmosphere like 
they do in Earth’s

○ Some can be simple impact craters
○ Are usually just bowl-shaped depressions
○ More complex impact craters generally have flat 

floors that have a central uplift that has a peak.

● Domes
○ They form as a result of the Moon’s own internal 

volcanism
○ Lava erupts through a central caldera onto the 

surface they begin formation (it’s low explosivity)
○ As the lava continues to erupt a dome starts to 

build up



How old are they relative to each 
other?

● Older the dome / 
crater, the more 
“features” it will have

● In order for the top 
“layer” feature to 
form, the bottom 
“layer” has to exist 
first



How do you know that?
● Crater density

● The older the impact basin, the
      larger the crater

● Older craters: rounder edges 

● Younger craters: sharper edges and show the debris from 
impact
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Simple Impact Crater
Montes Apenninus/
Lunar Highlands 



How did they form? 
● Sinuous Rilles

○ These types of rilles are believed to be the remains of collapsed lava 
tubes that formed during volcanism on the Moon. They are believed to 
look similar to river valleys on Earth

● Impact Craters (Simple)
○ As mentioned earlier, they are formed when meteorites, comets, or 

asteroids strike the Moon’s surface
○ They generally are simple, bowl shaped depressions

● Montes Apenninus
○ A large mountain range on the moon. 
○ The moon has no active tectonic plates or volcanic activity therefore, the 

mountain range formed due to asteroid impacts hundreds of years in past

● Lunar Mare
○ Formed by ancient volcanic eruptions
○ Large dark plains
○ Made up of a rock type known as basalt



How old are they relative to each 
other?

● The crater is most likely the 
youngest feature as its shape is 
very defined, or circular. 

● The rille formed after the maria



How do you know that?
● Because of their resemblance to a river, rilles formed as 

an effect of the lava cooling

● Impact craters are younger than rilles as they were 
caused by hits after the moon cooled

● Lunar mare formed as result of magma cooling



THANK YOU!


